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Service Tram cabin for 80 people and additional load transport 
 
On behalf of Garaventa AG, Calag produced a new service tram cabin for the transport cableway 
of the FM mine of the operator PT Freeport Indonesia. The special cabin is designed for the harsh 
conditions of the mine and will be used in future for the safe transport of workers and materials. 
 
The cabin offers space for a maximum of 80 workers with simultaneous load transport, which is 
suspended under the cabin. This is already the third cabin of this type for PT Freeport Indonesia. The 
first two cabins were manufactured by Gangloff Cabins AG in Bern. This cabin is now the first to be 
completely manufactured by Calag and assembled in Langenthal. 
 
The Service Tram cab is optimally designed for the rough conditions in open-cast mining. For example, 
electrical control elements were deliberately omitted completely. The sliding side doors on the outside 
can be opened manually and are protected against opening during the journey by means of a retaining 
latch and a chain. As an emergency exit, the cabin has an exit hatch in the roof which can be reached 
via a ladder permanently installed in the roof space. The floor is made of grooved aluminium floor planks 
and the walls are lined with warted sheet metal up to belt height to protect the cabin from dirt and wear 
by the miners. The cabin has safety glass windows all around. On the front side, these are mounted as 
hinged windows and can be opened manually for better ventilation of the cabin. 
 
 
Calag - Your contact for special cabins  
Calag manufactures special cabins for worldwide use. As an expert in cabin and light metal construction, 
the experienced Calag team builds cabins to customer specifications. From design solutions for tourism 
to individual cabin solutions for efficient passenger and material transport. The broad expertise and skills 
of the Calag cabin specialists are put to use everywhere.  
 
Everything from one source  
Calag Kabinenbau builds on experience from many decades of cabin construction with the Gangloff 
know-how. Individual design in the interior and exterior distinguish Calag's products. Calag's bodywork 
and vehicle construction resources are the ideal complement to realise the cabin project. With its in-
house painting and lettering departments, Calag ensures the perfect look and personalisation of the 
cabin. 
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Beschreibung: The Service Tram cabin offers space for 
up to 80 people plus load transport. 
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Beschreibung: As an expert in cabin and light metal 
construction, the experienced Calag team builds cabins 
to customer specifications. 
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Beschreibung: As an emergency exit, the cabin has an 
exit hatch in the roof, which can be reached via a ladder 
permanently installed in the roof space. 
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Beschreibung: The cabin has safety glass windows all 
around. On the front side, these are mounted as 
opening windows. 
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Beschreibung: The sliding side doors can be opened 
manually and are protected against opening while 
driving by means of a hasp and a chain. 
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